Title UNDERSTANDING MEDICAL MALPRACTICE
In the workplace, an occasional mistake is going to happen, from showing up late to filing a stack of paperwork
into the wrong cabinet. Such negligence is excusable when no harm is done, but workplace negligence in the
medical field? It cannot be acceptable as it puts people’s lives and wellbeing in jeopardy.
Medical malpractice comes in many forms, such as:
•

Prescribing the wrong drugs

•

Performing unnecessary surgeries

•

Delaying patient treatment

•

Misdiagnosis of an injury or illness

Medical malpractice can result from many circumstances, not the least of which can be the hectic pace of the
hospital environment. A hub for emergencies, the facility’s doctors, nurses, clerks and other staff members are
expected to be able to react quickly to new problems and adapt accordingly. They must be at the very best of
their abilities at all times — this is their job and their duty to the people they serve.
Medical malpractice may be caused by common forms of workplace negligence, such as:
•

Exhaustion

•

Miscommunication

•

Ineptness

•

Misreading a patient’s file

If you have sought medical treatment or visited a medical professional expecting to get better but left feeling
much, much worse, you may have grounds for a medical malpractice case and should seek legal advice as
quickly as possible.

PREPARATION IS KEY IN ALL MEDICAL MALPRACTICE CASES
Success matters when pursuing compensation in medical malpractice cases, and the highly experienced
personal injury attorneys at The Vaughn Law Offices are well versed in handling medical malpractice claims.
Our experienced personal injury lawyers will construct an argument that successfully awards you
compensation for needless suffering, all medical bills, wages lost and whatever else is necessary. Our goal is
not simply to provide our clients with just compensation, but to protect any future patients from a similar
negligence.
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Whatever your needs may be, we would be happy to discuss them during an initial consultation.
Since 2001, the attorneys at The Vaughn Law Offices have been providing legal assistance to medical
malpractice clients.
When success matters, contact us at 303-586-5905 and tell us what you need.
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